Abstract. Medical materials are the base of hospitals for carring out medical activities. Related research shows that the procurement cost of medical materials accounts for 20%-43.5% of the total cost of the hospital [1] [2] . However, the hospital's material procurement plan is still based on the experience of the planner.This procurement method is prone to overpurchase. Overpurchasing easily leads to backlog of inventory, which will seriously occupy or even waste hospital costs. In this paper, we present a precise medical material demand forecast and procurement cost control scheme, called DMPCCS (Distributed Material Procurement Cost Control Scheme) based on distributed data mining. DMPCCS assumes that the regional medical data is stored and managed on a distributed big data platform, such as Hadoop. DMPCCS uses an improved distributed ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) model to predict the expected demand of each medical material for every medical institution in the region. Based on the predicted results, DMPCCS makes a corresponding procurement plan.We evaluate performance of the proposed scheme use real data from three hospitals. Results show that the proposed scheme greatly reduces the purchasing redundancy simultaneously and avoids the purchasing inefficiency. DMPCCS can be used as a reference for the purchasing plan of the medical institutions to realize more reasonable control on the purchasing cost and the cost of warehouse management.
Introduction
Under the environment of increasingly fierce competition in medical service, cost accounting and control should be strengthened to reduce the purchase cost of medical institutions and enhance the competitiveness of hospitals. In addition, in the context of regional health information connectivity, medical groups need to invest a lot of money to realize the integration and sharing of information resources. Hence, in a certain period, the hospital spending will increase, the income will reduce, hospital financial will face a serious situation.
On the other hand,the hospital consumables procurement mainly depends on experience of procurement staffs to make material procurement plan. And because the hospital is worried about the shortage of inventory, buyers usually purchase between 1.2 and 1.5 times as planned, so as to avoid the shortage of inventory. But on the other hand, this way leads to overpurchasing, overstocking and even the expiration of consumables.Therefore, to reduce the procurement cost of medical consumables from the overall level of the hospital is particularly prominent in the cost control of the whole hospital.
In the 1960s, based on the concept of JIT, the hospital adopted the method of stocking goods with high value stock to achieve the goal of material control of "zero inventory".The supplier keeps the hospital's high-value supplies that may be used by the hospital next month to be kept in the hospital, and the hospital will pay the supplier after the hospital runs out. This stocking method has basically realized the management of "zero inventory" of high value materials and reduced the purchase cost by 30% -50%. However, for ordinary materials not supplied by suppliers, their purchases and actual usage still have large discrepancies.
Today, Information technology play a central role in the medical service system. After more than 30 years of research and development, computer information technology has become an important support of modern medical service system.Computer information technology application in the field of medicine, has become a new edge in the modern medical science, called the medical informatics.Hospital information system (HIS) is the foundation of the discipline. In China, HIS has become an essential part of hospital information construction and is one of the important symbols of hospital modernization.Most of the hospitals in China have established HIS. Of course,the HIS plays a certain role in the cost control of hospital.For example,the hospital can realize the calculation, restriction and supervision of the consumables of the departments through the HIS.Although this is convenient for cost accounting to some extent, but, there is no reasonable budget for the purchase quantity and purchase cost of materials before purchasing.Confined to the cost accounting, the cost control work is placed behind the procurement activities, so the cost has lost control significance. It is a variety of lagging control. Hospitals still assume the backlog or wasteful consequences of cost.If the cost control of the hospital can not be adjusted in advance, the cost control can not be effectively carried out. As a result, problems such as inventory backlog, material overdue or insufficient inventory still plague the hospital's warehouse management. The goal of material control of "zero inventory" did not really achieve.
At present, big data technology has greatly promoted the information development of medical institutions.The development of new technologies such as data mining and machine learning and its successful application in other fields [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] have provided a possible solution to the realization of the target of "zero inventory". In addition,With the development of the construction of regional medical and health information platform, it has solved the current situation that a large number of medical units in a medical group store large numbers of data fragmented and do not communicate with each other.So this can facilitate the application of big data technologies.
Based on the above situation, this paper proposes a precise medical material demand forecast and procurement cost control scheme based on distributed data mining(DMPCCS). The scheme can provide reference for the hospital to make procurement plans and help hospital to solve the problem of overprocurement caused by over-estimation and avoid the problem of insufficient inventory.By those,the hospital can reasonably reduce the purchase quantity and effectively save the purchase cost.
Premises

Regional medical and health information platform
The regional health information platform is a data exchange and sharing platform that connects the basic business information systems of various agencies within the planning area. The regional health information platform is the basis and carrier for effective information integration among various information systems in the region, and it is an integrated service platform integrating multiple subsystems.
One of the objectives of the construction of regional health information platform is to realize interoperability of information of medical institutions in the region. Regional health information platform can collect information and exchange information for medical and health service institutions,which enable medical information to share with the sub platforms of public health information system platform, and achieve information transmission and sharing between systems. The construction of regional health information platform has solved the status quo of information isolated islands formed by the independence of each system , so as to achieve data sharing.
The differences between the traditional ARIMA model and the improved ARIMA model
The traditional ARIMA modeling process is shown in Fig.1 . [9] , where AR is an autoregressive model, p is an autoregressive item; MA is a moving average model, q is the moving average number of items, and d is the number of differences made when the time order is stationary.
The basic idea of the ARIMA model is that the data sequence formed by the prediction of the object over time is regarded as a random sequence, and a certain mathematical model is used to approximate the sequence. Once the model is identified, it can predict future values from the past and the present values of time series.
Although the ARIMA model is well-suited for time series predictions, hospital supplies procurement projections differ from those in other areas [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Because the particularity of the medical unit to save the sick, it is strictly forbidden to appear the situation of insufficient stock of materials. If the predicted medical supplies fluctuate around the actual consumption, which may lead to insufficient stock.
Based on this status quo, the medical supplies procurement forecasting model based on the improved ARIMA model proposed in this paper can reasonably solve the above problems. Firstly, by the ARIMA model,we can predict the actual consumption and obtain the forecasting values of consumption ,then the redundant values are calculated from the difference between the forecasted values and the actual consumption.If there are negative values in the redundant values, the redundant values are used as sample to obtain the forecasting value of the redundant .The absolute value of the minimum negative value in the forecasting value of the redundant is added to the prediction value of the consumption, so as to correct the prediction value of the consumption and avoid shortage of inventory.
The modeling process of the medical supplies procurement forecasting model based on the ARIMA model is shown in Fig.2 
Overview of the proposed scheme
In this paper, we study the problem of procurement cost control in Regional Medical Consortium. We present a precise medical material demand forecast and procurement cost control scheme(DMPCCS) based on distributed data mining. DMPCCS assume that the regional medical data is stored and managed on a distributed big data platform, such as Hadoop. DMPCCS uses an improved distributed ARIMA model to predict the expected demand of each medical material for every medical institution in the region. Based on the predicted results, DMPCCS makes a corresponding procurement plan. DMPCCS achieves precise demond of every medical material by improved ARIMA, based on which, make the corresponding procurement plan.
The system selected a server deployment as a controller. After the data is divided into blocks, the Map stage workstations are responsible for sorting the data by the type of materials and months used, and outputting the key pairs of the format of <material name, usage month, usage> to the local disk. After the controller reads the storage locations on the disk, the controller sends the location information to the workstation at the Reduce stage. After these phases are grouped by the reduce stage and sorted by the date, ARIMA model is used to forecast the usage of different materials in each month and output the forecast result. Finally, the predicted values are compared with the actual purchasing data by the average number of redundancies per month and the average costs of redundancies to determine whether the scheme can replace the artificial prediction.
The flowchart of the proposed resolution is shown in Fig.3 . To facilitate the modeling process and experimental results of elaborating, this article only lists four materials' forecasting model with the experimental results.They are oxygen tube, insulin needle, anaesthetic mask, insulin pump infusion line. Next, we use oxygen tube data as an example to set up the medical supplies procurement forecasting model to illustrate the modeling process.
Stationarity test of time series
The stability of the sequence means that the fitting curve obtained through the sample time series can still "inertially" continue for a period of time in the future.If the data is non-stationary, the shape of the sample fitting curve does not have the characteristic of "inertia".That is, the curve fitting based on the sample time series to be obtained in the future will be different from the current sample fitting curve.From this we can see that the smoothness of the time series is the basic assumption of classical regression analysis.Only predictions based on stationary time series are valid. If the data is not stable, the "consistency" requirement, which is the basis for statistical inference under large samples, is destroyed and the prediction based on non-stationary time series fails.
The identification of sequence stationarity can be identified by sequence timing diagrams or Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test. It can be seen from Fig.4 that the sequence is gradually increasing trend. So,the initial judgment is that the sequence is non-stationary. In order to further determine the stability of the sequence, it needs to be accurately judged by ADF test.
The results of ADF test for the sequence are shown in Table 1 . In table 1,the first column is the variable name, the second column is the significance level, the third column is t statistics, and the fifth is the bilateral probability value of the t test.As can be seen from Table  1 , the companion probability of ADF test statistic is 0.5573, which is greater than 5%. Therefore, the null hypothesis of unit root is accepted and the sequence is non-stationary. Therefore, we need to take the firstorder difference method to stabilize the sequence.
The results of ADF test for the first-order differential sequence are shown in Table 2 . As can be seen from Table 2 , the companion probability of ADF test statistic is less than 5%, so the null hypothesis is not established and the unit root does not exist. That is, the first-order differential sequence is stationary.
Sequence randomness test
As we can see from the previous step, the sequence of the oxygen tube after the first-order difference is stationary. If a sequence is stable, then we will judge whether the data is white noise or not, and white noise has no significance. In this paper, the Ljung-Box test (also called Q test) is used to verify whether the first-order differential sequence is white noise or not, and if the p-value of the Q test is less than 5%, the sequence is a non-white noise sequence. In Fig.5 ,the left part is sequence autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation, and the right half includes five columns.The number of natural numbers K in the first column represents the delay order,AC is the autocorrelation coefficient,PAC is partial autocorrelation coefficient,Q-Stat represents the value of Q statistics for correlation test of sequences.Prob represents the P value of the concomitant probability of the Q statistics.,the P value is much less than 5%, so the sequences are not white noise sequences.
Parameter Selection for the Improved ARIMA Model
As can be seen from Fig.5 among the autocorrelation coefficients of the sequence, the lagged one has a significantly non-zero coefficient, while in the partial autocorrelation coefficient, the lagged 1,2,3 coefficients are obviously not zero. Therefore, the three parameters p, d, q of the ARIMA model can be chosen from (3,1,1), (2,1,1), (1,1,1) .
ARIMA-based predictive models after the parameters have been estimated, the fitness of the model needs to be checked by a diagnostic test. There are two types of questions about the diagnostic test of the model, one is the adaptive test to examine whether the model is sufficient for the information extraction, and the other is the significance test of the model parameters to examine whether the model structure is the simplest.
An adaptive fitness test.The improved ARIMA model fitness test needs to be judged by white noise test on the model residual. If the residual is not a white noise series, it means that some features in the sequence are not extracted by the model. In this case, we need to further improve the model until the residual is a white noise sequence. Fig.6, Fig.7 and Fig.8 show the autocorrelation and the partial correlation diagram of the residual when the model's parameters (p, d, q) are (3,1,1), (2,1,1), (1,1,1), respectively . From Fig.6,Fig.7,Fig.8 ,we know the residual probabilities of the Q-statistics for all the models are all greater than 0.05,therefore, we accept the null hypothesis that the residuals are independent of each other at the level of 5%.That is, the residuals are white noise sequences.Therefore, under the 5% confidence level, when the value of (p, d, q) is (3,1,1) or (2,1,1) or (1,1,1 ),the ARIMA model for the extraction of features in the sequence is sufficient, the model is significant.
The significance test.The significance test of the ARIMA model was judged by the significance of the parameter t-test.When the parameters (p, d, q) are (3,1,1), (2,1,1), (1,1,1) ,the results of the t-test for the oxygen tube consumption estimation model are shown in Table 3,Table 4,Table 5 . In table 3,table 4 and table 5 ,the first column is the explanatory variable name (including the constant term), the second column is the corresponding parameter estimation, the third column is the standard error of the parameter, the fourth column is t statistics, and the fifth is the bilateral probability value of the t test. Table 4 shows that the absolute value of the second-order self-regression coefficient of the model is0.067061,which is less than 0.1.So the parameter is significantly zero. From Table 3 and Table 5 , when the ARIMA model parameters (p, d, q) are (3,1,1) or (1,1,1) , the absolute value of the coefficients in the model is greater than 0.1, so the parameters can be considered as significant.
Optimization of the Proposed Material Consumption Estimation Model.
At this point, the model can fully extract the features of the sample data when the parameter (p, d, q) of the ARIMA model is (3,1,1) or  (1,1,1) .And the parameters of the model are all significant . At this time, AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and SC (Schwartz's Criterion) are needed to select the best of the two models. The information criteria corresponding to the two models are shown in Table 6 . Table 6 . These are the information criteria for the model when the parameters are (3,1,1) and (1,1,1 As shown in Table 6 , when the parameter is (1,1,1) , the AIC or SC values of the model is smaller than the values of the model when the parameter is (3,1,1) . Therefore, when the parameter is (1,1,1) , ARIMA model is the best model among the three models.
According to the same steps, we can find the best model of the other three materials. The initial prediction model of the four materials procurement is shown in Table 7 . Correct model to avoid inventory deficiencies.According to the prediction model obtained from the previous prediction, we get the initial prediction value, the initial prediction value minus the actual usage quantity and get the redundant amount. The redundancy of the four materials is shown below. From Fig.9 , we can see that the redundancy of oxygen tube and anesthetic mask is not negative. It doesn't need to consider the problem of inventory shortage. We only need to consider whether the predicted value is smaller than that of artificial prediction.However, the redundancy of the insulin syringe and the insulin pump infusion pipeline is negative. It is necessary to establish a model for redundant volume and correct the initial prediction value.
Performance Evaluation
The following Table 8 is a modified model of the two consumables. After fitting the redundant model with the revised model, it is concluded that the correction parameter of the infusion pipeline is 235 (the absolute value of the minimum negative value) and the correction parameter of the insulin needle is 204. The Fig.10 is the revised redundancy. The FIg.10 shows that all the redundancy is bigger than zero.From this we can see that by modifying the model, the initial prediction values are corrected, redundancise are greater than zero, so there is no shortage of stock. Therefore, the correction effect of the modified models meets the requirements.
The following Table 9 is the comparison of the average redundancy and the average redundancy amount for the prediction and artificial prediction of the four models of consumables. From Table 9 , we can see that the prediction results of four consumables, including insulin syringe, oxygen tube, anesthetic mask and insulin pump pipeline, can save 28082 yuan per month than artificial prediction. This proves that the medical supplies procurement forecasting model based on the ARIMA model can draw the prediction results more accurate than manual estimation, while avoiding the occurrence of inventory shortage, effectively reducing the redundancy of material procurement, saving the cost of procurement and warehouse management cost. Under the background of the new medical reform, it provides a feasible scheme for the sustainable development of the hospital and the implementation of the cost control.
Conclusions
The experimental results show that the proposed scheme solves the problem that large amount of data in medical group is difficult to analyze and process in case of decentralized storage through distributed data mining technology. The proposed scheme can also solve the over-procurement problem caused by the over-estimation and avoid the situation of insufficient stock through the improved ARIMA model. So the program effectively saves the procurement costs and warehouse management costs. Under the background of new medical reform, hospital integration platform, hospital information interconnection and regional health information interconnection, the program provides a feasible solution for the hospital to achieve sustainable development and implement cost control.
